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On June 16, 2022, the National Assembly
promulgated the Law amending and supplementing
some articles of the Law on Intellectual Property
(Amended IP Law 2022). The amendment and
supplementation of the applicable IP Law aim to
overcome several problems related to intellectual
property rights arising in practice, and meet the
commitments in the international treaties and
agreements which Viet Nam has signed such as the
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), the European
Union Vietnam Free Trade Agreement (EVFTA). In
this Newsletter, NHQuang will introduce and
comment on some important provisions of the
Amended IP Law 2022, which should receive special
attention by organizations and individuals
possessing intellectual property-related rights and
interests.

New regulations on work naming rights

The Amended IP Law 2022 supplements the
provision that an author has the right to "transfer the
right to use the naming rights" to the organizations,
individuals that receive the transfer of economic
rights. It can be understood that the author has the
right to allow a third party to rename the work, which
will facilitate the need to change the work's name in
some specific relationships/fields related to the
copyright matter (for instance, the relationship
between authors and publishers in work publishing).
The term of "transfer the right to use" reflects that
the naming rights are still owned by the author, and
allowing a third party to name the work does not
mean that the author completely assigns this right.
Therefore, this new regulation is not contrary to the
principle that "Authors shall not assign their moral
rights" specified in Clause 2, Article 45 of the
applicable IP Law.

TYPICAL PROVISIONS OF
LAW AMENDING AND
SUPPLEMENTING SOME
ARTICLES OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY LAW
TUE DANG

Copying the works archived in a library for
preservation, provided that this copy must be
marked as an archived copy and access must be
restricted in accordance with the law on libraries
and archives;
Reasonably copying a part of works by copying
devices for the scientific research, study of other
persons;
Copying or transmitting an archived work for
inter-library use over a computer network,
provided that the number of readers at one time
does not exceed the number of copies of the
work held by the aforementioned libraries, except
as permitted by the right holder and not
applicable in the case that the work has been
available in the market in digital form.

Some exceptions without infringement of
copyrights

The Amended IP Law 2022 stipulates some cases
where a work can be copied without either
permission request or royalty payment, but the
author's name and the origin of the work must be
informed, for example:

(i) Making a copy of the work for personal scientific
research, study without commercial purposes (not
applicable in case of copying by copying devices);
(ii) Reasonably copying a part of the work by
copying devices for personal scientific research,
study without commercial purposes;
(iii) Some cases of copying in library operations for
non-commercial purposes including:

The above-mentioned provisions have reflected Viet
Nam's policy on ensuring the satisfaction and
balance in IP rights protection, and simultaneously
showed the conformity with the general trend of
other  countries in  extending  the  right to use works
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Only carrying out the transmission of digital
contents or provision of accessibility to digital
contents;
When caching data in the course of transmission,
ISPs have to perform such function
automatically and temporarily to transfer
information and make information transmission
more efficient, provided that they:

reasonably by any person conducting study and 
 research in the field of education. However, some
terms in provisions of this Law are not clear and it is
necessary to have guiding documents to avoid
difficulties arisen in practice. For example, the
Amended IP Law 2022 does not have any specific
provision on the types of "copying devices". In fact, a
work may be reproduced by many types of devices
such as: copier, recorder, personal computer, smart
phone (with camera/recording functions); hence, it is
necessary to have further instructions specifying
the content of "copying devices" for correct
application of the law.

Supplementation of  intermediary service
providers’ liabilities for copyright and related
rights  

According to Clause 77, Article 1 of the Amended IP
Law 2022, an intermediary service provider (ISP) is
an enterprise providing technical means for
organizations and individuals that use the service to
post digital contents on telecommunications
network and the Internet; providing online
connections for the public to access to and use
digital contents on telecommunications network and
the Internet. In the current IT era, IP rights over works
are increasingly likely to be infringed upon because
works are effortlessly digitized and reproduced on
the Internet. Therefore, it is necessary to regulate
ISP's liabilities to protect legitimate rights and
interests for holders of copyright and related rights.

The Amended IP Law 2022 stipulates that ISPs are
exempt from liability for infringements of copyright
and related rights in telecommunications network
and the Internet in relation to the provision or use of
their services in the following cases:

(i) only modify the information due to technical
reasons;
(ii) comply with the conditions for access and
use of digital contents; 
(iii) (iii) comply with rules on updating digital
information  specified in a  manner that is  widely

recognized and used in the industry; 
(iv) do not interfere with the lawful use of
technologies widely recognized and used in the
industry to obtain data on the use of the digital
contents;
(v) remove the digital contents or deny any
access to the digital contents when knowing that
the digital contents have been removed at the
initial source of transmission, or the initial
source has disabled the access to the digital
contents;
Storing digital contents of service users at their
request on the condition that the provider: (i)
does not know that the digital contents infringe
any copyright and related rights; and (ii),
expeditiously remove or disable access to the
digital contents upon being aware that such
contents infringe any copyright and related
rights.

The above regulations are promulgated to be
consistent with the contents of EVFTA which Viet
Nam has engaged. It should be noted that ISPs are
not automatically exempted from responsibility.
Instead, they are responsible for implementing
technical measures, coordinating with competent
state agencies, and right holders who take measures
for protecting copyright and related rights in
telecommunications network and Internet
environment and ensure that all statutory conditions
are met such as in the case of performing the
caching data function in the process of information
transmission and digital information content storage
mentioned above.

Supplementation of a separate provision on the
opposition procedures against industrial property
registration applications

According to Clause 39, Article 1 of the Amended IP
Law 2022, a third party has the right to oppose the
grant of a protection title before the issue date of
the decision to grant such protection title within the
following time limits: (i) 9 months from the
publication date of the invention application; (ii) 4
months from the publication date of the industrial
design registration application; (iii) 5 months from
the publication date of the trademark registration
application; (iv) 3 months from the publication date
of the geographical indication registration
application. It is noted that the Amended IP Law
2022 still maintains the mechanism that allows a
third  party to  comment on  the  grant  of  protection
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If the time limit for opposing does not expire before the issue date of a decision to grant a protection title:
the relevant organization or individual has to submit the opposition petition in writing enclosed with
documents or valid information for proving and pay the opposing fees. The procedures and sequences for
handling the opposition petition will be prescribed by the Minister of Science and Technology.
In the case that the time limit for opposition has expired before the issue date of a decision to grant a
protection title, an organization or individual is still able to submit a written opposing opinion (enclosed with
documents or valid information for proving) in accordance with the Amended IP Law 2022. This opposing
opinion shall only be considered as a reference source in the course of processing the relevant industrial
property registration application.

titles in Article 112, IP Law 2005, as amended and supplemented in 2009.

Given the above provisions, an organization or individual may consider either of the 2 procedures to oppose the
grant of a protection title for an industrial property registration application as follows:

Apart from the above contents, the Amended IP Law 2022 also have several other notable amendments related
to trademarks (supplementation of provisions on protection of sound marks to fulfill obligations under the
CPTPP), other intellectual properties such as inventions, plant varieties, geographical indications, provisions on
protection of intellectual property rights. The Amended IP Law 2022 will take effect from January 1, 2023,
however, the regulations on trademark protection for sound signs took effect from January 14, 2022 and the
provisions on protection of test data for agrochemical products will take effect from January 14, 2024.
Enterprises should update and study the Amended IP Law 2022's provisions to comply with the new regulations.


